Background. How species colonize new environments is still a fundamental question in ecology and evolution, assessable by evaluating range characteristics of invasive species.
138 environmental conditions that are not currently available but could be in the future (Jackson & 139 Overpeck, 2000) . Importantly, we incorporate a means to identify non-analog regions (mostly 140 absent in invasive species distribution models), which ultimately comprise a potential area of 141 distribution that can be invaded because it is within the species' fundamental niche range ( Fig.   142 1) .
143
Hence, here we follow our proposed model to assess the current worldwide 144 environmental conditions and distribution ranges of the slider turtle. To this end, we performed 145 a comprehensive set of analyses to compare native and non-native realized and fundamental 146 niches, jointly with estimations of response functions adjusted to the physiological predictor 147 variables, including simulations and response curves, to obtain habitat suitability values. We
148 also test our model regionally, by estimating the potential distribution (invasion risk) for Mexico.
149 Our premise was that we would be able to describe this turtle's niche change patterns 150 throughout its invasion, and resolve whether it is filling its fundamental niche or can invade new 151 environments. Based on our results, we also aimed to exemplify that a more realistic model to 233 which compares two or more matrices considering their eigenvectors and eigenvalues in a 234 hierarchical fashion, to describe their structure in relation to the size, shape and orientation of 235 the matrices. We used the latter to establish principal components that were common between 236 matrices (i.e. progressive differences in shape, orientation and size) and to test hypotheses 237 about equality (identical eigenvectors and eigenvalues, i.e. identical size, shape and 238 orientation), proportionality (equal eigenvectors, but eigenvalues differing in a scalar amount, 239 i.e. same shape and orientation, different but proportional size), and unrelated structure Manuscript to be reviewed 259 non-native ranges, we chose a threshold that included 100% of the total probability density. We 260 then estimated the overlap (intersection) between the two hypervolumes (native and non-261 native), and the hypervolume unique to each native or non-native range; results are depicted as 262 pair-plots.
263
264 Environmental tolerances, fundamental niche and potential distribution 265 We performed a literature review ( Supplemental Table S1 ) to obtain information about 266 physiological optimums and tolerance limits for T. scripta. The environmental variable reported 267 more often and consistently was temperature for the following five features: during eggs 268 incubation, hatching, growth, basking, and activity periods. The proximity to freshwater bodies 269 is another critical limit, a fundamental factor for the turtles' survival which they depend upon to 
313
The CPCA results showed that the best model that explained the differences between 314 the structure of the climatic matrices of the native and non-native realized niches was the one 315 with dissimilar eigenvectors and eigenvalues (AIC=42.0; Supplemental Table S2 ); that is, 316 matrices have different shape, orientation and size, indicating that even when there are similar 317 climatic conditions at both the native and non-native ranges, non-native individuals of T. scripta 318 occupy the available environment in a different fashion. In fact, comparing T. scripta's native 319 realized niche with its non-native one revealed incomplete niche stability (70%), while there was 320 evidence of expansion (30%) into climates available worldwide (Fig. 2) .
321
Results of the six-dimensional climatic space analysis showed that the total hypervolume 322 overlaps by 29% and that the non-native realized niche is 28.5% greater than the native one 323 ( Supplemental Fig. S1 ). The contribution of the climatic variables to the hypervolume differed 324 between range distributions: regarding the native, mean temperature of warmest quarter was 325 the most important variable, whereas for the non-native it was annual precipitation 326 ( Supplemental Table S3 ). Manuscript to be reviewed 327
The characterization of the fundamental niche (temperature tolerance limits for the 328 different behaviours) of T. scripta are depicted in figure 3a . Notably, our results comparing 329 temperature density curves between native and non-native realized niche ranges (e and f in Fig.   330 1, respectively) revealed that T. scripta does not use its entire range of temperature 331 physiological tolerances (density curves for native: 5.3-23.7ºC and non-native: 1.7-28.4ºC 332 realized niche ranges; Fig. 3b ), namely there are unoccupied areas of higher temperatures 333 within its optimal tolerance limits, while occurrence records are biased towards lower 334 temperatures. Moreover, whether considering the mean temperature of the warmest quarter 335 (Fig. 3c ) or the coldest quarter (Fig. 3d) , it occupies a wider range of temperatures along its 336 non-native distribution. Results of the response curves based on the fundamental niche and 337 distance to freshwater bodies for worldwide comparisons showed that T. scripta occupies 338 analog and non-analog conditions between its native and invaded ranges, both within its 339 tolerance limits, although a few occurrence points fall outside of the limits of its fundamental 340 variables (Figs. 4, 5) . Results also showed suitable climatic conditions, but with no exotic 341 occurrence records, in America, Europe, Asia and, to a lesser extent, Australia (Figs. 4, 5) .
342 Finally, the climatic suitability obtained for Mexico exhibits widespread areas with high potential 343 risk of invasion by T. scripta (Fig. 6) . Comparison between the optimal temperature tolerances (thick black line) and the mean annual temperature (BIO01) ranges actually occupied by the slider turtles at their native (green line) and non-native (blue line) ranges. The red line represents the mean of the total temperature range occupied by T. scripta around the World (i.e., native+non-native ranges).
Occurrence probabilities are shown by dots for native (green) and non-native (blue) records.
(c) and (d) depict the comparison between the optimal temperature tolerances and the occupied ranges based on the mean temperature of the warmest quarter (BIO10) and the coldest quarter (BIO11), respectively. x-axis: temperature (degrees Celsius); y-axis:
occurrence likelihood (scale 0 to 1) based on the cumulative frequency of records occurring at a particular temperature (graphics were performed in R).
